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Trees trees trees...
All the beautiful gardens in the world, are designed around 
deep and extensive tree plantings. Trees provide habitat for 
birds and animals, shade for humans and wind protection. 
They keep us cool in summer and protect from cold winds in 
winter. They keep our power bills lower, they can offer 
privacy from neighbours, and increase the value of our 
neighbourhoods. Plant more trees! 

Water
Water is the key to any successful garden... do you have 
it? How much do you have? Are there taps or irrigation 
near where your planting? Are you going to hand water 
or automate your irrigation? Do you need a totally, 
water self sufficient garden? These questions will 
commonly dictate your plant selection 

Budget
Money, for most of us, is not unlimited. Be realistic 
about costings and timeframes. Maybe plan a simpler 
garden to keep the costs down, or design around 
plants you can later divide or purchase in bulk. 

Plan the BIG things
Are you going to have a pool? a shed? a cloths line? 
drains? paths? These are all the first things we need to 
plan for, and second are the big trees. Thirdly are our 
screens and privacy plants and then finally we plant 
around with fillers and under plantings. (Remember to 
allow room to access the build areas later on). 

DESIGN TIPS
The 5 P's 

Preparation and Planning 

Prevents Piss Poor 
Performance



Have Fun
Have fun - Your garden is a healthy organic way to spend
time outdoors. You won't ever have 100% success, and that's
okay. Sometimes it's the journey, not the destination that's
the most important thing in life. Evolve with your garden, be
happy to change as your garden grows, be flexible and
enjoy. 
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Privacy
Your home is your palace... look out the windows, sit on 
your deck, swim in your pool. Think of all the places that 
attract attention and try to plan for privacy. 
Think about future development, you might not have a 
neighbour now but will you in the future? 

Use Inert Structures
Not everything has to be about the plants. Gravels, 
mulches, logs and rocks all have their position in a 
garden. Water features, bird baths, carvings and art- 
work will all draw your eye through a garden, and add 
a point of difference/interest. Remember an art work 
never needs a drink, never needs to be pruned, never 
needs a feed, so the initial expense can be outweighed 
by the lack of maintenance over many, many years. 

Simplify
Pick a pallet of plants, or a style of plants and stick to it. 
Remember that simple, well structured gardens not only look 
better, but will require less maintenance and less water. 
Use the K.I.S.S. principle.

Study the Elements
Which way does the sun rise? Where does it set? Which 
direction do the prevailing winds come from? Whats my 
annual rainfall? Whats my temperature range? 
You cant change mother nature, so work with her, even if 
you have to alter your initial ideas and planting 
expectations. 

Time
Honestly, how much free time will you have to maintain
this garden? Do you work 6/7 days a week? 
Are you retired? Do you hate getting dirty? Do you love
everything about your garden? 
Be realistic as to how many spare hours a week you
want to put into your garden and don’t forget to allow
for mowing time. 

No gimmicks! 

just honest, friendly service.


